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Narrative methods in the nursery: (re)- considering claims to give voice through processes of decision-making.
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London Metropolitan University

Abstract

From a feminist post-structuralist position I recount and reflect upon using narrative methods in a recent study with a sample of nursery workers in London. Firstly, I offer a critical reflection of feminist concerns to undertake research in emancipatory and recipricol ways. The decision-making that took place at various stages of the study is explored to consider the tensions and ambiguities that come to characterise feminist post-structuralist approaches to narrative research. The paper concludes by arguing that there is still an important need to hear the stories of marginalised groups. However, to overcome concerns that ‘giving voice’ is unethical, arrogant, and partial then heightened transparency about decision-making and representation is vital.

Introduction: a politically motivated study

The research drawn upon in this paper was motivated by feminist ambitions. It was my aim to critically engage with the lived experiences of nursery workers at a key policy moment. The professionalization agenda in early childhood education and care (ECEC) (in the UK) was attracting much attention at the time the research was undertaken (2003-2008). Whilst there was much debate through a range of discourses (political, media, public) the voices of the women that make up the workforce were significant by their absence. It was my intention that space should be made available for alternative discursive constructions to emerge from this occupational group by using narrative methods of qualitative enquiry.

Smith (1993) argues that narratives enable access to an individual’s subjectivity, experience and reflections of the past and for that reason they have been attractive to feminist researchers wishing to explore the experiences of women hidden from history as well as a means of accessing women’s voices. Narrative methods have been celebrated for the opportunities they offer to make space for formerly silenced or marginalized voices and for their emancipatory potential. At the outset of the research I was particularly seduced by such promises. However, as the research process unfolded I became acutely troubled by the naivety of such claims. The notion of ‘giving voice’ to marginalized groups through narrative methods has long been the focus of debate and has most recently been taken up by Mazzei & Jackson (2009) who identify a:

‘drive to make voices heard and understood, bringing meaning and self to consciousness and creating transcendental, universal truths [which] gestures towards the primacy of voice in conventional qualitative research’ (2009:1).

The ethics of representing the voices of others through qualitative research has been questioned and critiqued on the grounds of the privileging that occurs in the decisions that are made and the ways in which participant voices are portrayed and presented (Guba & Lincoln, 2005; Lather 2007). Furthermore, Mazzei and Jackson are unconvinced that feminist attempts to equalise and democratise the research process make the decision-making involved in ‘giving voice’ in anyway transparent. Yet, since feminist scholarship has a liberatory agenda female scholars are necessarily required to speak on behalf of other...
women (across differences of race, culture, sexuality and power) despite the associated problems, seeming arrogance and ethical dilemmas it presents (Alcoff, 2009).

Through this paper I endeavour to make transparent some of the decision-making that took place throughout the course of my research with a group of marginalized women. I attempt to present a research story that illustrates the significance of power in research encounters and relationships. I engage with post-structuralist debate that ‘voices heard’ are only ever partial, interpreted, reframed, and presented with certain (feminist) aims in mind. As such, when research is conducted in a transparent and reflexive way it might avoid the criticism that it claims to represent universal truths about participant groups. As Blumenreich (2004:79) usefully states:

‘Post structural narratives resist the conventional “resolution” of standard narratives that stabilises meaning and implicitly favours a single interpretation’.

Therefore whilst narrative techniques might be aligned to feminist politics they should only be cautiously adopted for the potential they offer to ‘hear stories’. This paper offers reflections on how various stages of the research process must be carefully negotiated. Working within a post-structuralist framework reminds the researcher to consider shifting identities (of both researched and researcher), their own actions and thinking as a researcher and to be alert to the contradictions, tensions and ambiguities (Gray, 2007).
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Researcher subjectivity

To claim the study was politically motivated and that my feminist politics were the motivation for the research requires further explanation. Reay (1997:18) considers the ways in which ‘the influences of the past and the present are interwoven but also the myriad ways in which they clash and collide’. Such clashes and collisions are vital to developing understandings of the self and offering an account of oneself (Butler, 2005). To locate the impetus for the study reported here I offer a brief insight into the clashes and collisions in my life. Starting with my working-class childhood, which was characterised by traditional conjugal roles within the family. I became acutely aware of my classed position at a young age on account of my father’s occupation (farm labourer). The rural working-class community of my childhood was characterised by heterogeneity and discord, which was masked by a duality of landed-gentry and its staff, the ‘have-lots’ ruling over the ‘have-nots’. Despite a romanticised construction of ‘contented man of the soil’ my father was angry. As I grew older I understood this anger to stem from frustration at his classed oppression, which played out as regular and ugly acts of domestic violence.

Through the study of sociology, and in particular Marxist theory, I was provided with further plausible classed explanations for the violence at home. As a teenage girl my gendered identity emerged as equally significant to my classed positioning. Marxist explanations of classed oppression denied space to explain what the women in my family experienced at the hands of oppressed men. Other key events in my young adulthood make up a storied narrative of my life which I consider to have significant bearing on how I make sense of myself and my political motivations. These include the tumultuous process of ‘coming out’ as a working-class lesbian that my sister endured; my unexpected academic success at school, my resistance to the classed expectations set before me by family (marriage, motherhood, life in the domestic sphere) and by teachers (a career in childcare). My political conscience developed within a particular socio-political climate. The Thatcher era of the 1980s in the UK bred a culture of competitive individualism, where social mobility was promoted and failure to thrive attributed to the individual (Hey, 1997). Yet I was aware of the counter discourses and political movements but lacked the means to access them. Our
family home was very close to RAF Greenham Common (which became a site of mass female protest at nuclear weapons and war) yet I had neither the cultural capital nor the political conscience at that stage to ingratiate myself to this political movement. My shifting class position (through educational success and a heightened political conscience) was both liberatory and terrifying. As many feminist commentators have noted the processes of identification and disidentification that accompany social mobility are profound and leave a persistent sense of dislocation (Hey 1997; Hughes, 2004; Reay, 1996; Walkerdine, 1990).

The silencing and containment of working-class women’s oppression, marginalisation and powerlessness provided my motivation to resist normalised expectations. In drawing upon Foucauldian notions of ‘an ethics of the self’, McNay (1994) advocates a reflexive examination of the process of subjection; the processes through which individuals come to understand themselves as subjects. She argues that an ethics of the self is not based on an adherence to externally opposed moral obligations, but rather on an ethics of who we are said to be, and therefore what is its possible for us to become. It is not about a true essence, there is no self waiting to be discovered, but rather a process of creation and reinvention out of available resources. A brief narration of my life demonstrates processes of subjection; the various investments and rejections of particular discourses at different points. Although how I come to understand myself constantly shifts what has remained is a commitment to understand and challenge the structural injustices that working-class women encounter through normalising middle-class discourses and discursive practices (Reay, 1996).

Beyond a degree of empathy with nursery workers (as principally young working-class women fulfilling a classed and gendered trope) I was committed to conducting this study so that counter discourses, from within the profession, could be heard. I rejected a career in childcare and instead opted for a studious career trajectory into academia. Yet my brief encounters working with children coupled with the classed expectations and experiences of my childhood provided an impetus to want to investigate the lives of women who are engaged in the care and education of other people’s children. That desire was furthered by experiences of conducting government funded studies into various aspects of the early years workforce in England from the late 1990s – which were in many ways class and gender blind (eg; Osgood & Sharp, 2000). The structural inequalities experienced by this occupational group are mirrored in the lack of symbolic value attached to the work that they undertake, and hence their public image and status. As deftly illustrated by Skeggs (1997) and more recently by Colley (2006) working-class women working in caring occupations experience two-fold oppression. It seemed imperative that the voices of this group of marginalized women should be heard at this particular (political) moment. Or as Reay (1997:21) urges: ‘Perhaps the once working-class, feminist academic can utilise her working-class experience as a resource in developing theorisations which recognise the complicated emotional and psychological selfhood of working-class people and the material struggles that make up their everyday lives’.

It was, and remains, my belief that research offers women an opportunity to speak out on topics of direct concern (their occupation, the conditions under which they work, the policies that shape the nature of their work) and to offer alternative constructions that can then be heard through authoritative discourse. I wanted to allow space within the research for the personal aspects of life to emerge and to chart their significance to the public constructions of ‘the [professional] nursery worker’. In effect I wanted to gain understandings of the personal as professional. I idealistically held the belief that ‘giving voice’ through hearing the stories of a sample of nursery workers could provide enormous
emancipatory potential – a view widely shared by a number of participants and offered as their reason to engage with it. But as Gray (2007:428) warns: ‘Voice is not simply the story told. Reflecting on the interplay of time, place and space of both the telling and hearing of the narrative, voice is very complex and always political. And since voice is grounded in social contexts, the effects of its articulation, course and reception are intricate and infinite...whether voice is heard as a compelling proposal, co-opted to support dominant discourse or dismissed as insignificant depends on who says it, and how and where it is said’.

With these caveats and considerations in mind I set about planning and designing the study so that participants would feel able to speak openly and comprehensively about themselves and the multiple identities that they occupy. I agonised about claims to ‘give voice’ but continued to hold dear the belief that a reflexive and reflective approach to all stages would go some way to ensure the feminist goal of emancipatory research could be at least partially maintained.

**Theoretical framing**

The account offered above signals the feminist motivations behind the research that are informed by processes of subjection. However it remains important to locate this study theoretically. The study was broadly undertaken to better understand how nursery worker identities are formed, challenged, (re)negotiated, valued and denigrated. The means by which I undertook this exercise was through a post-structuralist re-reading and problematisation of hegemonic discourses that construct nursery workers in particular ways to satisfy societal and political goals (Foucault, 1980, 1983, 1994; Cannella 1997). I was not concerned to identify an authentic truth, since post-structuralism denies the existence of a single, knowable truth but rather a realm of possibilities dependent upon the subject position of the researcher and the social context in which the research is conducted (Davies, 2000). Therefore the aim of this politically motivated study is to privilege certain discursive truths over others; to achieve emancipatory goals by offering insights into the lives of nursery workers.

The theoretical position adopted emphasises the social construction of knowledge and the rejection of essentialist understandings and realist theorisations of social life (Parker, 1998). Within the research I explore the power at play through critical discourse analyses of narrative; I expose the subjective reading I make and how this relates to specificities of time, space, culture. My concern is to deconstruct and dismantle (Derrida, 1972; Barthes, 1990). Foucault urges problematisation and presentation of alternative readings and the unearthing of whose interests are served through the creation and sustenance of hegemonic discourses (Foucault, 1979). Through processes of dismantling, unsettling and problematizing dominant constructions of what it means to be a woman engaged in work with children, I contend that potential exists for ‘the nursery worker’ to be constructed in alternate ways. The convergences of feminism(s) and Foucault were influential in framing the study. Whilst the tensions between Foucauldian and post-structuralist feminist theory are well rehearsed (Francis 2001; Ramazanoglu 1994; Tamboukou & Ball 2003) I draw attention to the uniting aspects as summarised by Diamond & Quinby (1988). The authors claim that both theoretically focus upon identification of the body as a site of power, through which docility is accomplished and subjectivity constituted; local and intimate operations of power rather than an exclusive focus on the supreme power of the state; the crucial role of discourse in its capacity to produce and sustain hegemonic power and emphasise the challenges contained within marginalized discourses; and criticism of the ways in which western humanism has privileged the experience of the masculine elite as it
proclaims essentialized claims to truth, freedom and human nature. Using this framework allowed me to identify discourse and to seek out inter-relationships between discourses as well as silences/absences, resistances and counter discourses. By problematizing and unsettling taken for granted assumptions and exposing the effects of power through discourse opportunities to understand ‘the nursery worker’ in other ways were created. This theoretical framework with its inherent emancipatory goal (to make space for alternative discourses to emerge) underpinned each stage of the research.

The remainder of this paper uses several practical examples to illustrate the dilemmas encountered when endeavouring to undertake research from a post-structural feminist position. I reflect on the tensions and anxieties that emerged at key decision-making moments (recruiting research participants, trying to engage reluctant interviewees, how to manage expectations and consequences of narrative methods). Through these illustrations I attempt to make transparent and expose the messiness of undertaking this type of research. Despite the problems, challenges and limitations associated with ‘giving voice’ I argue that it remains an important goal for feminist researchers.

Identifying a sample: the place of empathy in feminist research
The study involved staff in three central London nurseries. I visited each nursery in advance of the fieldwork and made all staff aware of the aims of the study and the nature of their involvement. All 24 members of staff volunteered to participate in a range of data collection but most notable to this paper is the life history interview I undertook with each. The profile of the sample was diverse in terms of age (17-51 years old), occupational position (manager through to parent volunteer), parental status and ethnicity. Unsurprisingly, the classed and gendered composition of the sample reflected the broader workforce with only one male participant and most people identifying as working-class.

Taking into consideration my commitment to ‘give voice’ set against growing concerns made by commentators such as Arnot & Reay (2007), Lather (2009), Mazzei & Jackson (2009), that notions of voice must be complicated and the limitations recognised, I wrestled with the significance of my subjectivity and the multiple (shifting) identities that I occupy and the implications of this for the research. My multiple identities have an inevitable bearing on the approach I take to research. The shifts in certain identities that I occupy (eg class, maternity, age, occupation) and the static nature of others (eg ethnicity, sexuality) have an important bearing on the sense I make of the world and the ways in which I am able to interact with and make sense of the world of others. The initial motivations for the research and the chosen methodological approach for example were informed by my classed, gendered, occupational identities and understandings of the world. Through the brief narrativization of my life history outlined in the previous section I attempt to mark out key events and relationships to offer a coherent account of myself (Butler, 2005). By making sense of myself through narration I recognised the methodological potential of using narrative methods in the research. In relation to narrative identity Ricoeur (1991:32) states:

‘We never cease to interpret the narrative identity that constitutes us, in the light of the narratives proposed to us by our culture. In this sense our self-understanding presents the same features of traditionality as the understanding of a literary work...we learn to become narrator and the hero of our own story, without actually becoming the author of our own life’.

Therefore it can be argued that the production of storied narratives depends on positionality in terms of normative discourses of race, class, gender and so on. The narration of the self depends on specific cultural competencies and the experiences of certain practices that are
classed, raced and gendered. Seeking empathy or reciprocity in research encounters (as some second wave feminist academics advocated) is thus more aligned to positivist objectives of identifying a recognisable and knowable truth. Here Ellsworth (1997) advocates counter-practices to empathy. So that rather than attempting to identify similarities with research participants the researcher becomes engaged in practices of queering, disidentifying, denaturalising, defamiliarising. Lather (2009:19) takes this further when she claims that overlooking differences for the sake of a comforting, self-justifying rush of identification through a will to understand the Other is a kind of violence ‘an appropriation in the guise of an embrace’.

Embracing a rejection of empathy and recognising/celebrating difference between researcher and researched overcomes the impossible endeavour of seeking a match given the multiple and intersecting identities that we each have. As Francis and Archer (2005) argue by prioritising a match of some characteristics, that is, gender and/or age, and/or ‘race’ then messages are sent that some characteristics are more significant marks of commonality or difference than others. Whilst it has been recognised that there are advantages to ‘matching’ in terms of negotiating access to certain groups and promoting trusting relationships (Archer, 2002) the extent to which this translates into more equitable encounters during the research process remains contested. Furthermore Reay (1996) warns that similarity in social position between researcher and researched can hold the risk that findings become distorted because the researcher applies her lens to the data to subconsciously seek a ‘fit’ with her own experiences or identify with ‘tropes of sameness’ (see Byrne, 2003). The extremely diverse sample in my study would have made matching entirely impossible but more important than this is the recognition that interactions of gender, ‘race’, class and so on are not experienced in unitary or predictable ways (Archer, 2002).

Preparing the ground: entering the field

In preparing to enter the field I welcomed Diane Reay’s invitation to reflect upon ‘the difference your differences makes’ (Reay, 1996; 443). I was filled with optimism and idealistic enthusiasm about the emancipatory potential of narrative methods; whilst at the same time troubled by the (invisible) power vested in me as the researcher who orchestrates and ultimately constructs research processes, encounters and outputs (Blumenreich, 2004).

By revisiting fieldwork notes I can trace the considerable anxiety I experienced about my ‘presentation of self’ to the nursery workers and managers. At each nursery I arranged to meet the entire staff and to introduce myself and the motivations for conducting the research and to provide details about the aims and scope of the study.

Following Bourdieu (1986) I understand class (and other marks of difference) to be inscribed on the self, and to be repeatedly signified through distinctions in lifestyle, food, aesthetics and so on. In meeting the staff at the nurseries I was engaged in deploying practical signifiers to locate ‘the girls’ in the broadest sense but also in relation to me. I offer an excerpt from my fieldnotes to demonstrate this process:

I was whisked into the largest room, shown to my seat, whereupon the manager left the room (to see to some other urgent matter). I sat for about five minutes and received confused stares, I proffered a few smiles but somehow it didn’t seem appropriate to introduce myself. We were waiting for ‘some of the girls’ to return from going out to fetch food for the after-hours meeting. I felt strangely middle-class, the absence of ‘bling’ jewellery, tight fitting clothes and heavy make-up marked me as different. The youthfulness of the group was striking, although
nursery managers often seem to refer to staff as ‘the girls’ it couldn’t have been a
more accurate description of this team. I would estimate the average age was 17-25.
The girls embodied urban working-classness. They were rowdy and some were
collectively singing along to a MP3 player. ‘The girls’ clearly attached significance to
fashion and street culture, and a presentation of a certain version of femininity in
which directness and practicality are valued. Eventually the ‘missing girls’ returned
with the food – chips, burgers, chicken nuggets, coke – I found this interesting since
the nursery promotes a nutrition policy to the middle-class families it serves; the
importance of balanced-nutrition and positive association with food was
emblazoned all around the nursery with notices about various food
intolerances/preferences for the children. I interpreted this as a clear act of class
rebellion.

I was invited to present my research study. I felt acutely aware of my accent, how I
looked, what I was wearing, how I wore my hair, the terminology I was using.
Despite claims to be a working-class feminist I felt conspicuously middle-
and extremely nerdy. Some girls who appeared to form an ‘in-group’ started to chat
amongst themselves whilst I was explaining – I felt undermined, very uncomfortable
and entirely unsure whether what I had said had been absorbed. As with the other
nurseries I left the staff with the chance to reflect on whether or not they wanted to
participate, and to relay their intention to me via the manager. I felt very
despondent and unhopeful.

These reflections reveal that I was consumed by concerns about how far I could reasonably
identify with this group of women. Despite gendered and classed motivations for
undertaking the research, the distinctions between my lived experiences of class and gender
were in many ways incongruous with those of this group of girls. The differences to which
Reay (1997) refers were multiple; it is clear that I was engaged in processes of identification
and disidentification with this group of young, urban, working-class women. Despite my
acute self-awareness and concerns to manage the self in ways that would be non-
threatening, open, and transparent how research participants take this up is unpredictable
and has unforeseen consequences. Despite despondency and negative expectations that
none of ‘the girls’ would agree to participate in the research I was astonished to receive
notification that eight ‘girls’ wanted to be interviewed.

Claims promoted in much feminist literature that the researcher occupies the ultimate
position of power (Harding, 1987; Lather, 1988, Stanley and Wise, 1990) can be troubled by
examples such as this. Second wave feminists (whose work was influential in shaping my
approach at the outset of the study) stress the importance of creating non-hierarchical
relationships with participants by processes of personal investment and disclosure and by
appealing to commonalities and shared gendered (and classed) identities (Oakley, 1981;
Skeggs, 1994). I was influenced by such worthy feminist ambitions but soon came to realise
that such approaches can prove untenable and naive in the basic assumption that it is the
researcher that holds the power in research encounters. Power constantly shifts and slides
throughout research processes and as this example demonstrates this group of nursery
workers held considerable power on whether or not to engage with the aims of the
research, to attach any degree of importance to it, and ultimately, whether to participate.

**Outsider/intruder positioning**

Despite negotiating successful access to the nurseries and gaining the consent of a sample of
nursery workers to interview, feelings of uncertainty and anxiety at my difference persisted
Throughout each day of fieldwork. A preoccupation with presentation of self persisted so that refusal to be interviewed was taken as a personal rebuttal. I spent many hours waiting to undertake prearranged interviews only to be left in the staff room or book corner with scant explanation or indication about whether I would collect data on that occasion. I converted such setbacks into observational opportunities to record my thoughts and reflections about the daily interactions between staff; between staff and parents; between staff and children. Through this means I gathered rich and illuminating data to supplement that which I hoped to eventually gather through interviews. However, my avid note taking and (on some days) near-constant presence had unexpected consequences for how I came to understand myself in that context. I was caught between feeling voyeuristic; an encumbrance; overly studious to, at other times, feeling more authentic especially when I was invited to become ‘one of the girls’ by participating in activities, such as putting out the play equipment, helping with the cooking, setting up the Summer Fete and later in the year, preparing for a Christmas party. However, I was struck by how I was complicit in the co-construction of myself as an outsider/intruder, and the degree to which I was included rested to a large extent upon the participants’ willingness to accept me. After several weeks of such ad hoc participation in daily life at the nursery, a participant remarked ‘Well you’re nothing if not persistent, come on then let’s talk’ and I was rewarded with a two-hour life history interview.

These reflections illustrate how participants are not passive but have at their disposal means and opportunity to direct and control the research situation in myriad ways. Numerous feminist commentators (e.g., Fine and Weis, 1996; Ramazanoglu with Holland, 2002; Stanley and Wise, 1990; Opie, 1992) have claimed that endeavouring for reciprocity in research situations can encourage less exploitative and less hierarchical practice. Whilst I concur that it is the responsibility of the researcher to acknowledge and make known the power relationships and potential costs of participation I would argue that it is possible for both the researched and the researcher to become discursively positioned in dominant and subordinate positions. I would suggest that on particular occasions like those described above, and through small acts of exercising subversive agency (such as repeatedly but inconsistently forgetting my name: some days I was Jenny, the next Janet, another day I became Joyce) I became discursively re-positioned; as insignificant and not as the ‘expert’ all-powerful researcher, which is often assumed in the literature.

I endeavoured to approach all aspects of the research sensitively and where possible to gauge/manage the effects of the research upon participants. It was my intention that the feminist emancipatory goals of my research should be translated and realised so that the nursery workers might feel equally passionate and committed. As illustrated, I made various attempts to translate this enthusiasm which on occasion unexpectedly resulted in ontological insecurity and a sense of vulnerability in situations where I had anticipated occupying a dominant position of power by virtue of a researcher identity (ref.). As a means of preparing myself to conduct ‘good feminist research’ I undertook extensive reading of methodological texts yet this did little to alleviate the sense of uncertainty and self-doubt when in the field.

Drawing on the ideas of influential feminist scholars (Skeggs, 1994; Lather, 1988) I endeavoured to build trusting relationships based upon informed consent and to meaningfully engage the research participants in respectful ways. Whilst some embraced this, others overtly rejected my attempts. Such stage management of the research process appears to place power in the researcher’s hands yet there are numerous examples where participants ceased power, through obstruction, silence, denial (Visweswaran 1996; Silin,
An initial interpretation could lead to the conclusion that I was failing in my attempts at reciprocal feminist emancipatory research. However, an alternative reading might suggest that such examples allowed space for the nursery workers to resist and subvert that which they constructed as part of middle-class normalising discursive practices (academic research), which seeks to construct them in particular ways for particular purposes.

Skeggs (1997) acknowledges that the power relations that come to characterise research relationships are multi-dimensional and not exclusively about the researcher holding the ultimate position of power. For feminist researchers the constant attention to the effects of the research upon the researched can, sometimes overstate the power held by the researcher and raises important questions about the fundamental purpose that research serves. Ultimately this raises questions about feminist preoccupations for reciprocity. Francis (2003) claims that concerns for rapport and respectful research relationships came from second-wave feminist assumptions that female researchers and respondents might bond over shared experience and revelations, and that consequently a valid, ‘true’ response could be produced. The post-structuralist position and theoretical framing of this research provides an explanation for the tensions I experienced. In effect, the purpose of my research and my motivations for managing the effects of the research processes on respondents did not stem from a desire to put them at ease so that they would reveal authentic truths about their lives and their identities. Rather the motivation for reflexivity and sensitivity comes from the need to maintain an awareness that material differences between researcher and researched (class, ethnicity, age) have important implications for the positions of power that we occupy. It remains important that (feminist) researchers ensure that respondents do not feel uncomfortable, intimidated or disempowered by the research process. Referring back to Ellsworth’s (1997) advocacy of counter-practices to empathy; feminist researchers should not assume to ‘know’ their respondents, or present their articulations as coherent or true (re)presentations of selfhood.

The emotional costs of narrative research: hearing and listening

A central aspect of this research study was the use of life history interviews. The opening sections of this paper outline the rationale and appeal of narrative methods and their compatibility with the feminist agenda I was seeking to satisfy. At this juncture I want to review the emotional costs involved in the practical use of narrative research for both the researcher and the researched. Sieber and Stanley (1998) in debating the emotional risks involved in qualitative research focus on the social context and potential consequences to researchers and participants. The notion of intrusiveness and unsettling memories are frequently discussed as key emotional dangers of undertaking particular sorts of research (Sampson et al, 2008). Narrative life history methods can be taken to be both intrusive and about evoking memories through storied narratives. Therefore, I felt it important to exercise an ethic of care to both participants and self. I prepared myself by reading extensively about the method prior to entering the field (Andrews, 2000; Goodson & Sikes, 2001; Middleton, 1992) and by alerting the participants to the potential challenges and costs of recounting their life history.

The rationale for using narrative method was so that participants could construct subjective experience through personal narrative, which might provide insights into their location within power structures and social contexts (Andrews, 2000). A further appeal of narrative method was the promise of opening up a dialogue where my subjectivity and storied narrative could find space in the generation of data. Middleton (1992) asserts that stories provide a starting point for active collaboration and views life history research as ‘a process of deconstructing the discursive practices through which one’s subjectivity has been
constituted’ (p.20). As with all research methods, issues of ethics and power are of key concern when accessing stories told.

The precise effect of narrative interviewing on either the participant, or myself remained unpredictable. Nevertheless, I sought to forewarn and prepare for the situation. A letter was sent to each nursery school manager, which was then circulated to all volunteers prior to interview. The letter included the following statement:

‘I want to extend a note of warning at this stage – life history interviews can sometimes provoke strong emotions because of an event or relationship that has been painful in the person’s past. This can sometimes be an unexpected outcome of being involved in research and I would just like to raise it now, and request that you mention it to all those who have volunteered – although I will reiterate it at the time of interview.’

Sampson et al (2008) highlight the inherent dangers for researchers of undertaking research that is likely to stimulate memories that might resonate with their own biographies. Given the feminist goals and the personal motivations I have outlined in this paper, the likelihood that the stories recounted might chime with my own biography were significant, although given the diversity of the sample and earlier reflections on the myriad ways in which classed, gendered, urban/rural identities are embodied I was also anticipating a degree of dissonance between the participants’ and my own narrative. The note of caution extended to participants also acted to heighten personal anticipation of the possible consequences. In general the cautions offered to the nursery workers appeared not to dissuade them from participating; although through measures taken to manage the emotional interchange and potential discomfort I became complicit in the creation of a self-fulfilling prophecy for some. This was especially apparent in one of the nurseries where I initially struggled to arrange interviews. Many participants were reluctant and evasive, as evidenced by withdrawal from prearranged interviews at the last moment and by the order in which the interviews were organised. 1 Although all other interviews were arranged with relative ease, my attempts to manage expectations of life history interviews caused a degree of anxiety and anticipation.

I draw on a specific example, recorded in my fieldnotes, of the decision-making processes around undertaking a life history interview with Debbie, a manager at one of the nurseries. I reiterated the aim of my study, stressed confidentiality, anonymity and gave a final health warning about life history methods, saying that Debbie need only tell me what she felt comfortable with, but that if sensitive topics came up then I was happy to listen, but that it wasn’t a prerequisite. Debbie stated up front that she had lived a generally eventful life, but that she was committed to participating in the research – as she couldn’t expect her staff to do something she wouldn’t do herself, however uncomfortable it might be – this was also the reason she gave for going first.

The interview was very intense. Debbie became visibly upset when recounting memories of her childhood and in particular her father (working-class, violent, alcoholic, patriarch) and feelings of inadequacy and that others (namely her brothers) always come to rely on her in times of trouble – of which there were many. The interview lasted about two hours and Debbie was visibly shaken by the

---

1 It was arranged for me to conduct interviews with a temporary member of staff and a parent volunteer in the first instance. A two-week period elapsed before I was able to interview any permanent members of staff. The entire fieldwork period at this nursery lasted seven months (compared to just three months each at the other nurseries in the study). I made countless visits to this nursery only to leave on many occasions with no interview data and an acute sense of dejection and powerlessness.
experience – she stated that she had recounted events today that she had not told anyone. This made me feel privileged but apprehensive – that somehow the interview had crossed the boundary into therapy and I was not equipped to support or offer advice to her as that is beyond the realms of my role as researcher. I felt quite moved by Debbie’s life history for the way it resonated with so much of my own life – particularly her parents volatile and unhealthy relationship, and how she had come to blame herself for her inability to resolve their problems. I too was feeling quite shell shocked and wondering whether life histories were entirely ethical or if I was the best person to carry them out given my own subject position.

These reflections reveal experiences of role conflict (Chatzifotiou, 2000). The similarities between counselling and life history interviews are well rehearsed (Goodson and Sikes, 2001). Both involve listening, reflection, probing to encourage further reflection, a non-judgemental approach, and dealing with intimate aspects of life. However, applying a post-structuralist feminist interpretation to the notion of narrative research usefully opens up a debate about the inevitably partial and subjective ways in which stories are told and heard. Lather (1988; 2009) troubles the authority that is credited to the testimonial voice, since it reflects an assumption that language is a transparent medium of truth and the speaking subject is stable and offering a coherent account. Narrative methods, story telling, giving an account of oneself – however it is framed, must be understood as a mutually constitutive activity that relies upon listening. Gray (2007) reminds us that listening is subjective and partial and that the identity of the listener, how we hear, and who we are listening to are crucially important to the feminist goal of ‘giving voice’. Just as the processes involved in giving voice to storied narratives must be made transparent and exposed for the inherent partiality and subjectivity, so to must the effects of such ‘mutually constitutive activity’. Further excerpts from my fieldnotes reveal the effects of hearing and listening to Debbie’s voice in my research:

I returned the next morning just before 8am. Debbie looked really sheepish, almost embarrassed by the level of detail she had gone into yesterday. We greeted each other as the relative strangers that we are, but the dynamics between us were noticeably different...by imparting so much of her identity, insecurities and vulnerabilities I had a power today that I didn’t have yesterday, because I now possessed knowledge about her, and despite what I felt were nods of recognition and empathy throughout the interview she knew no more about me today than she did yesterday. In some sense I felt I had been placed in a privileged position (which I could have anticipated) but which Debbie was entirely unaware of. She was almost apologetic when she escorted me to the spare room – she joked that I would need some therapy of my own once I had finished collecting my data – it didn’t seem such a joke at the time!

Debbie’s conflation of the research interview with ‘therapy’ is telling. Evidently the emotional risks and costs of intimate research methods are acute. As Foucault (1978) warns, once disclosed in public arenas, personal testimonies are available for expert inspection and can be used to support the same sets of circumstances that the declaration is understood to purge the ‘confessor’ from. Therefore, who does the listening, how the narratives are interpreted and taken up is crucially important. Foucault goes on to state that where such testimonials are subsumed into existing instruments of power social transformation is likely to be limited.

I hope to have demonstrated that post-structuralist feminist commitments to troubling the taken-for-granted, questioning the obvious, and constant re-evaluation of the ways in which
research can achieve its emancipatory potential, is messy and carries a considerable emotional cost to both researcher and researched. It is naive to assume what the effects of research might be or to overstate the role of the researcher in creating certain effects or mitigating them through careful stage management. Taking the example of Debbie once more, I wrestled with whether (and in what ways) I should seek to address the consequences of the narrative interview. Since she likened it to therapy, I feared that boundaries had been overstepped and I had placed her in an emotionally precarious position. However, as with the other examples cited in this paper, in attempts to predict and manage the effects of research in the name of good feminist practice, unpredictable and unintended consequences occur. Here is Debbie’s comment:

“I think it has been a useful experience, and I think probably the first interview was probably the hardest, because obviously it is a life history interview and so you are going back over your life and looking at things that you had either hoped you’d forgotten or thought you’d buried, so it did bring up lots of issues. But also, for me personally I think it gave closure to something to me that, to get where I am at, the route that I took and that sort of thing. But I think the process of being part of the research is, two reasons I suppose I felt I had to do it: one that I volunteered the centre [the nursery school] so I had to model, or lead by example if you like for the staff team. But also it is important to look back on why you do things, not only in your practice but I suppose in everyday life really. So I think the experience has been good.”

Debbie had used the interview as a form of therapy but it is evident that she did not expect a therapeutic relationship with me as researcher. In addition to providing rich data and valuable reflective and reflexive opportunities to me, the study also provided Debbie with an opportunity to reflect on her life history and the intersection of her multiple identities and what this meant for her professional practice (Goodfellow, 2004).

**Conclusion**

It remains important to acknowledge the influential contribution that feminist researchers have made to the development of educational research. As a consequence of the work of second wave feminists, research has become a more reflexive endeavour, more attention is paid to power relationships and responsibilities in research, and sensitivity to debates about knowledge (how it is created, endorsed or identified and by whom). The emphasis on reflexivity, the consideration of power within research relationships and the potential for harm to come to participants has been foregrounded in much feminist writing (Francis, 2001; 2002; Hey, 1997; 1999; Oakley, 1981; Skeggs; 1994). Meantime, post-structural theorising has encouraged researchers to problematise and dismantle, and whilst this has been taken up in productive ways by numerous feminist scholars (Davies, 2000; Francis, 2005; Hey 1999; Walkerdine et al, 2001,) it has not been without tensions.

This paper has demonstrated the tensions I experienced in the practical application of a feminist agenda set against post-structuralist commitments to deconstruction. In shifting the emphasis, ‘giving voice’ becomes understood as a means of making space for counter narratives. That is not to claim that those narratives or insider discourses offer an authentic truth, rather through emancipatory and reflexive research processes space has been created for women to articulate a storied narrative that is culturally, historically and socially specific. If individuals are understood as constantly in process, never fixed, but rather constituted and reconstituted through discursive practices that they have access to in their daily lives...
(Davies, 2000) then all that the feminist researcher can do is strive to present the complexity of lives and the fluidity of identity.
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